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Feature

Save Time and Money: 
Automate Your Document Review Process 
If it isn’t efficient then it is wasting your money.

By David Cornwell and Sarah Holden

Research confirms most organizations 
use manual processes for document 

review. They muddle through by 
managing email attachments, copying 
and pasting edits into original documents, 
undergoing multiple review cycles, 
working with several document versions 
and attending review meetings. 

A manual approach may be appropriate 
in some circumstances, but software 
solutions are available that support a 
controlled, efficient and collaborative 
editing and review process. For audit 
and compliance professionals, where 
quality document production is vital to 
their roles, adoption of new techniques 
can provide benefits.

The typical document production 
process is a workflow that involves a 
few individuals or sometimes teams of 
participants. 

After the document has been drafted, 
it is made available to one or more 
persons for editing (co-authoring) 
and review. The more extensive the 
document, the more people typically 
become involved. This collaborative 
process, often referred to as the edit-
review-update cycle, may be repeated 
several times before a document is 
considered final.

Most organizations use one of the 
following methods to carry out the edit-
review-update cycle.

The manual approach – paper-based

In the paper-based approach, the 
document review process can be 
inefficient, lack controls, and be prone 
to error. It involves the distribution of 
individual printed copies to various 
reviewers. 

Each reviewer receives a separate copy 
and marks up it up manually, using sticky 
notes, marginal notes and/or attaching 
other material. Reviewer copies are 
returned to the originator, who is faced 
with the task of manually incorporating 

the changes to a revised original. He/she 
must discern correctly what is requested 
by each reviewer. A number of versions 
of the document may be floating around, 
further complicating matters. 

The manual approach – email

Perhaps the most common approach is to 
send a document for review as an email 
attachment. Microsoft Word permits the 
reviewer to track changes in the draft 
document.

Except for simple documents shared with 
a couple of reviewers, this approach can 
become onerous when multiple versions 
and comments are exchanged by email. 
One company noted that reviewing eight 
documents with colleagues resulted in 
256 emails. 

In addition to the time it takes to manage 
emails, other issues occur. Reviewers may:

• Comment on different versions of the 
document 

• Change the formatting and style, or 
edit sections they shouldn’t 

• Not reach consensus on the content

• Feel out of the loop because they 
cannot see the changes made by 
others, or the status of their own 
changes 

For the document originator it isn’t any 
easier:

• Manually applying reviewers’ 
changes to the original document is 
time consuming.

• Backtracking through email 
correspondence and various 
document iterations can be 
confusing.

• Changes (or emails) may be 
misplaced.

Executive Summary

How much effort does it take to produce all the documents that you work with? It’s 
a question we rarely consider. Policies, procedures, audit reports, risk assessments…
creating these documents, whether in electronic or printed format, can require 
significant editing and review before final publication, often requiring collaboration 
with others both within and outside the organization. Many organizations continue 
to use traditional methods to produce these documents. These methods are often 
inefficient and unnecessarily expensive. 

Here we consider alternatives available for the collaborative editing and reviewing 
of documents. The greater the automation, the better the return in terms of money 
and time saved.

The document 
review process can 
be inefficient, lack 

controls, and be prone 
to error.
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• No easy mechanism exists for 
resolving conflicting mark-ups or for 
consolidating comments.

• And then there are often formatting 
nightmares.

The manual approach – PDF

Using a PDF format allows you to use 
Adobe’s annotation tools. PDFs are 
circulated by email, with the inherent 
issues described above. 

Adobe’s commenting tools work well 
visually, but most people require training 
to learn to use the tools effectively. 
Comments still have to be manually 
inserted into the original document. Other 
drawbacks include lack of management 

Exhibit 1 – Pros and cons of various approaches

Approach Pros Cons

Paper • No technical knowledge or training required • Time consuming
• Inefficient – paper can be easily misplaced
• No document security
• No collaboration or consensus on the content

Email • No technical knowledge required
• Easy to see changes to each copy of the docu-

ment

• Time consuming
• Difficulty resolving conflicting comments and changes
• No collaboration or consensus on the content
• Inefficient – managing multiple emails and document versions
• No document security
• Limited control over the process
• Formatting and style issues

PDF • Very visual – can easily see changes to the docu-
ment

• Cannot make changes to original formatting and 
style

• Low software cost (if using free version)

• Word document needs to be converted into and out of PDF 
format

• Inefficient – managing multiple copies of the document
• Some user training required
• Different types of mark-up tools can be confusing
• No collaboration or consensus on the content
• Time consuming to consolidate changes
• No document security
• Lack of management and control
• No audit trail of changes

Meetings and 
Conference Calls

• Good document quality
• Low cost (if using online meetings/ conference 

calls)
• No document security issues
• Team collaboration on the document
• Some record of the review is available 

• Time consuming to organize and run
• High cost if arranging onsite meeting with others offsite
• Hard to reach consensus

Collaborative Online • Low cost 
• Different individuals can review a document 

simultaneously
• Some time savings/efficiencies gained 
• Supports team collaboration

• No management or review control
• Security issues – document is hosted outside the firewall
• Many do not support Word formatting and styles
• No or low reporting capability
• No accountability – one user can overwrite the changes of 

another
• In some cases, software configuration is required

Document & Content 
Management

• SharePoint 2010 does have co-authoring capabil-
ity, but only if used with Office 2010

• Good document security
• Some time savings/efficiencies gained

• Very costly, unless part of a wider company initiative
• No reporting or review management
• Lack of consensus and collaboration
• High level of training and familiarization required
• For Sharepoint 2010 co-authoring, there is no control over who 

can do what to where, as users can overwrite others’ changes
• Many require the document to be converted to PDF, with the 

inherent issues of PDF review
• Inefficient – no simultaneous access to the document

Specialist Authoring 
and Review

• Encourages user collaboration and consensus 
over the final document

• Significant time and cost savings and process 
efficiencies

• Review control and management
• Comprehensive reporting and metrics
• Good document security
• Easier to produce a good quality document 

(some support Word formatting and styles)
• Easy comment consolidation into the original 

document
• May support co-authoring

• Need to establish a clear ROI as there is a cost involved
• Some may require a degree of user training and familiarization
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and document control and problems 
resolving conflicting changes made to the 
same portion of the document.

In each of the approaches explained 
above, resolving formatting issues with 
input from multiple revised copies can be 
challenging. 

The manual approach – meetings 
and conference calls 

Review meetings and conference calls 
that bring participants together to agree 
on document content will always have 
a place in the document production 
process. However, gathering people can 
be expensive and it is difficult to schedule 
groups of busy people, which can slow 
the process.  

Individuals will often work on the 
document in isolation before discussing 
it with colleagues later. Inconveniences 
to this approach include travel time, time 
away from the office, etc.

Generic collaborative online approach

Generic collaborative approaches are 
readily available. These are a step beyond 
the manual methods just described. 
Making the document available online 
allows a higher level of automation and 
collaboration to the process. These tend to 
be more suitable for small groups of users 
working on relatively simple documents.

Adobe’s Acrobat has a shared review 
capability that allows a single PDF 
document to be annotated online. 
This approach eliminates the need to 
work with multiple copies of the same 
document or waiting for a single copy to 
be passed around for review. 

A certain amount of software 
configuration and user training is 
required. There is limited control, such as 
setting deadlines and reminders, and the 
document is hosted outside the firewall 

on the Adobe servers, which means it 
may not be an appropriate review method 
for sensitive documents. 

Google Docs also offers a collaborative 
environment, allowing multiple people 
to edit and review the same copy of the 
document online. However, it has no basic 
Word structure capabilities such as styles, 
heading levels etc., so only simple editing 
and reviewing is possible. This program 
does not prohibit users from overwriting 
or deleting the edits of other users. 

There are advantages to online 
approaches such as these, but the 
drawbacks must be understood. 
Documents are stored on a third-party 
server, so security may be a concern; 
control over who can do what remains an 
issue; and no management or reviewer 
hierarchy exists.

Document and content management 
approach

Some organizations have turned to 
automation to manage their documents 
and other content by using platforms 
such as Microsoft SharePoint or EMC 
Documentum. 

Some software approaches offer a 
PDF-based review that has the inherent 
advantages and disadvantages already 
explained. Others provide their own 
collaborative authoring capability, as in 
the case of SharePoint 2010. Control and 
reporting, however, can still be issues. 
Using a large document management 
platform is not a financially viable option 
for smaller healthcare organizations or 
even some medical centers. 

Specialist authoring and review 
approach

There are specialist automated approaches 
for either industry-specific practices or 
that specialize solely in document review 

and co-authoring. These vastly reduce the 
time spent on the review. For example, 
one collaborative review solution has 
been shown to reduce review time by 65 
percent, which resulted in savings of 35 
percent. 

These solutions control and manage the 
entire review process by enabling users 
to work on one copy of the document 
in a secure, controlled, collaborative 
environment, thereby overcoming the 
inherent limitations of the approaches 
previously discussed.

When a document is available for 
review in a secure, controlled, point-
and-click, browser-based environment, 
everyone can access the same copy of 
the document and work on the review in 
parallel or simultaneously. Participants 
can view the comments of others, and 
all proposed changes are within a single 
definitive document. There is no version 
incompatibility, style or formatting issues. 
The time participants spend reviewing 

Exhibit 2 – Summary of approaches

Paper PDF
Email  

attachments

Offline 
review 

meeting

Online 
meeting 
solutions

Online 
editing 

solutions

Collaborative 
platforms

Specialist 
review 

solutions

Example solution: N/A WebEx Google Docs SharePoint PleaseReview
Process efficiency No No No No No Some Yes Yes
Document quality Poor Poor Poor Good Good Poor Good Good
Team collaboration No No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Review control No No No Yes Yes No No Yes
Cost savings Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No Yes
Time savings No No No No Partial Yes Partial Yes
Document security No No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Reporting/ accountability None None None Some Some Some No Yes
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is dramatically reduced, and the final 
document is completed more quickly.

Advantages of this review method include 
owner management and control, automatic 
change consolidation within the master 
document, easy reconciliation of comments 
and comprehensive reporting—all of 
which improve overall quality.  

Additional products are available that 
integrate tightly with corporate document 
management systems such as Microsoft 
SharePoint, EMC Documentum and 
OpenText’s Content Server. Another 
key advantage is that collaboration 
across different systems and through 
the corporate firewall can be supported, 
so documents can easily be shared with 

colleagues across departments and with 
third parties externally.

The more sophisticated solutions 
also offer offline review capabilities, 
collaborative authoring and review 
metrics, and support a variety of 
document formats such as Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint and PDF.

These advantages add up to bottom-
line savings, and dramatically speed the 
document review process. If the system is 
easy to learn and use, user adoption will 
be high.

Conclusion 

The need to create, author and review 
documents is a key business process 

frequently requiring collaboration with 
others. Without the appropriate software, 
this is inefficient and can be frustrating. 
With the right tool, producing a quality 
document becomes an iterative process, 
resulting in fewer review cycles and 
shorter review meetings. 

Collaborative tools are available that 
allow the user to work on the document 
securely anytime and anyplace, and 
which offer control, reporting and other 
specialist functionality. Associated 
benefits can be summarized by improved 
performance, such as reduced review 
costs, increased time savings, and greater 
employee efficiency and accountability, 
resulting in better documents and higher 
user satisfaction. NP

For more information, please contact David or Sarah at info@pleasetech.com or (877) 205-4940.
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 Life is the art of drawing without an eraser. 
~John W. Gardner 


